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Introduction
Assessment Overview

This GCSE 1ET0 02 English Literature examination consists of two sections (Prose and 
Poetry) and lasts for 2 hours and 15 minutes. This is a closed book examination.

Section A – 19th-century Novel, candidates answer the two-part question based on the text 
that they have studied. The text choices are:

Jane Eyre – Charlotte Brontё

Great Expectations – Charles Dickens

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde – R L Stevenson

A Christmas Carol – Charles Dickens

Pride and Prejudice – Jane Austen

Silas Marner – George Eliot

Frankenstein – Mary Shelley

For the chosen text, candidates are presented with an extract (approximately 400 words) 
and answer a question relating to it, paying particular attention to the writer’s use of 
language, form and structure. The second part of the question draws on the candidate’s 
knowledge about the novel and asks them to provide a response giving examples from 
elsewhere in the novel.

Section B is divided into two parts: Anthology Poetry and Unseen Poetry.

Candidates choose to study one of three poetry collections in the Anthology: Relationships, 
Conflict or Time and Place. For each collection, candidates will have studied fifteen poems 
which are listed below the question. 

For the question, one of the poems is provided and candidates must compare it with 
another from the same collection.  The second part of Section B is the contemporary 
Unseen Poetry. Candidates are presented with two poems which they must compare. 

Candidates are advised to spend about 55 minutes on Section A - 19th-century Novel; 35 
minutes on Section B, Part 1 – Poetry Anthology and 45 minutes on Section B, Part 2 – 
Unseen Poetry.

The questions on this paper have been designed to enable candidates to show what they 
can achieve in relation to the detailed study of texts.

The total number of marks available for this paper is 80. All four parts carry 20 marks per 
question.
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Summer 2017 Principal Examiner comment

This has been an exciting year for English Literature, especially when a new specification 
is introduced and we have our first live paper. The responses seen have been very 
encouraging and pleasing. Centres should be congratulated for preparing their candidates 
so well. There are some areas where improvements can be made, but on the whole the 
paper has performed well and the full range of marks has been awarded for all questions.

The number of entries that we have had, almost double the legacy specification, was very 
pleasing. 

The vast majority of candidates have managed their time well and responses have been 
positive.

One examiner commented: “Many responses were in a class of their own - I was stunned at the 
maturity, knowledge and skill of many of these candidates on all questions, not to mention the 
sheer amount they managed in the time allowed.”

This report contains examples for all questions, with more than one response for the most 
popular questions. Examples for all levels have been provided and the Examiners Tips are 
intended to help centres prepare their candidates for future examinations. 

Again, centres should be congratulated on their achievements and we hope that both 
centres and candidates are pleased with their results.
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Question 1
Section A, 19th-century Novel:

A full range of marks was awarded for all questions.

The most popular text was Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, followed by A Christmas Carol. The least 
popular option was Silas Marner with slightly fewer items than Pride and Prejudice.

The most common errors in the prose section were:

not exploring the extract enough – perhaps only giving one or two examples (part (a))

appearing to muddle the AOs – for instance, not exploring the language, form and structure 
in part (a) (given extract), but trying to analyse language, form and structure for their 
examples ‘elsewhere in the novel’ – as this is closed book, a most difficult task to try and 
achieve 

commenting on context rather than using the extract (part a) or when meant to be exploring 
examples elsewhere (b). 

Question 1 Jane Eyre

Part (a) Jane’s bravery

Part (b) Grace Poole

Most candidates handled the extract well and were able to explore the character of Grace 
Poole. Some candidates did think that Grace is actually Bertha Mason. Those who had 
thoroughly studied the novel clearly understood the importance of the character and the 
role she plays at Thornfield. The bullet prompts helped candidates answer the question 
successfully.

Examiner comments include:

1(a) “Candidates showed a thorough enjoyment of this question and demonstrated a depth of 
knowledge and understanding about the impact of these actions at the time the novel was written. 
A significant number of quotations were used and the responses were engaging and analytical.”

1(b) Grace Poole

“A significant number of candidates responded in depth and detail to this question. They were able 
to comment on the impact of the character on a range of characters and the structural use of her 
to demonstrate the treatment of Bertha's character at the time the novel was written. Candidates 
wrote about her using a range of events and the impact she created.”

(a) The extract handled well – good selection from the novel as it gave candidates a number of 
examples of language, form and structure to comment on. Most commented on bravery in the face 
of fear. A number of narrative responses. A struggle for some, e.g. “he (sic) uses a semi colon to add 
depth to the sentence…” Some quite repetitive.

(b) Some confusion between Grace Poole and Bertha. Context frequently given (or attempted) 
candidates misinformed? 

“This question produced focused responses based on the extract. Mostly strong answers to this 
extract question and the engagement with this particular extract was the best I had seen across the 
paper. Although at times candidates sometimes extended the extract from their own knowledge 
which detracted from their answers. 
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The second part of the answer was handled well overall and reflected a sound interpretation of 
the character. Candidates mainly seemed to cover a range of ideas focusing on the character and 
were able to develop answers nicely.”

The example that follows is detailed. The response to part (a) is assured and the response to 
part (b) is sustained.
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Part (a) This response has several relevant points in the opening paragraph. The contextual 
point regarding Jane is relevant even though context is not awarded in this section. 'Daring' and 
'strong-minded' are good points, as are the comments on initiative. Subject terminology used 
includes 'motifs'. The candidate builds momentum on page 2 of the response. Several more 
thoughtful points are made and focused on the extract and the question. 'Protecting herself from 
the unknown' is a sound comment. Jane’s courage conquering her fear and her resilience maintain 
the focus on the question. The candidate identifies repetition as part of the writer’s craft, therefore 
some structural comment is made. The point about religion and Jane’s devotion are relevant in 
her finding comfort. The candidate covers a range of different character traits. Good reference is 
made to structure on page 3. The candidate has written a lot in the time they have. This is a Level 
5 response as it is assured and perceptive. There were a couple of areas in the extract which could 
have been developed. There is one reference to structure. The points are not always unpicked as 
much as they could be. This response would have benefitted from a deeper word-level analysis. 
Level 5, 18 marks.

Part (b) Jane’s 'suspicions' of Grace Poole are referred to. The candidate has quoted directly from 
the text and an understanding of who the character is and her role in Thornfield Hall is clearly 
understood. The candidate refers to Grace Poole as being like an animal and giving out unnatural 
sounds. There is word analysis, 'torn'. Two aspects of the character are identified – insane and mad 
as well as caring and loving. Points are clarified, direct quotations are used. The response fulfils 
everything in Level 4. This lies just on the Level 4/5 boundary. It is a little repetitive in places but 
understanding of the character is clear. Level 4, 16 marks.

Examiner Comments

For Part (b), depending on the question, candidates can consider one area in detail or explore a 
range of examples from elsewhere in the novel.

Examiner Tip
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Question 2
Question 2 Great Expectations

Part (a) Weather

Part (b) settings/locations

It was surprising not to see more responses for this novel. Feedback received was very 
positive for both parts of the question.

Examiner comments include:

“The more able candidates responded in an assured manner to convey their detailed and assured 
understanding of the weather as reflections of the deterioration in Pip's life. All candidates were 
able to evaluate and comment upon the weather and infer some level of meaning from it.”

“All candidates were able to respond at least to two different settings - predominantly the 
marshes and Satis House. A significant number of candidates did comment on and analyse the 
impact of both Drummel's House and Jagger's offices. All candidates were able to respond about 
the impact the setting had on the characters and what they might imply.” 

“Many wrote of the alliteration of “wretched weather”. The extract was rich in examples for 
candidates to discuss, such as “pathetic fallacy” and foreshadowing, also how Pip’s reality 
compared with his expectation of London. Part (b) less able responses may been influenced by 
film versions - affecting their knowledge of the names of characters or locations (e.g. “the old 
lady’s house with her daughter”). A significant number answered the importance of “weather” 
elsewhere in the novel - though many were able to get marks because the setting was also 
discussed (not reading question carefully).”

“I marked very few answers of this question. I felt that candidates engaged with the extract. 
More able answers worked methodically through the extract really picking out the key linguistic 
features. Structural comments were less frequent. Part (b) was again responded to well; however, 
with both Dickens texts I felt that candidates succumbed to talking contextually which detracted 
from their answers.”

In the response, the candidate has done well for part (a), but is less successful in part (b). 
The candidate gains marks in Level 4 and Level 2 respectively.
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Part (a) There is a focus on the language here with thoughtful points about the wind, pathetic fallacy 
and Pip’s feelings. The candidate considers the effect on the reader. There is some repetition of 
points. The candidate has used some technical terminology and quotations have been used as 
evidence. There is a comment on how the author builds up 'to the final point' by 'adding suspense' 
through the effects of the weather. Level 4, 15 marks.

Examiner Comments

Part (b) There is not a great deal of coverage in this response but there is some. For example Pip’s 
excitement at being in London and London being a dirty place. Remember context is not assessed 
in this section. Some element of a personal response is offered. Level 2, 6 marks. 

Remember - Context is not assessed in Section A (19th-century Novel).

Examiner Tip
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Question 3
Question 3 Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

This was the most popular choice of text for Section A, 19th-century Novel.

Part (a) Jekyll’s request for help

Part (b) Help elsewhere

Overall, this was a well-answered question and the full range of marks was seen by all 
examiners. Part (b) proved to be a discriminating question. There were those candidates 
who gave one example of help, perhaps from the ‘Story of the Door’ and Enfield helping the 
child. Whereas other candidates gave a wide range of examples, such as the ‘Incident at the 
Window’ when Utterson and Enfield try to encourage Jekyll to join them for a walk. There 
were also the more sophisticated responses that considered Jekyll trying to help mankind.

Several candidates referred to various film versions with references to events in prison cells 
and Sir Danvers Carew’s involvement with characters throughout the story. Candidates 
should be made aware of the differences between various film versions and the novel. Many 
film versions are adaptations and are not true to all areas of the novel.

Comments received include:

“Candidates were able to explore and comment on both language and structure at a range of 
levels. The extract allowed the more able candidates to infer and deduce about the impact of the 
characters' actions. Language analysis was wide and varied and the extract offered a significant 
number of structural features which more able candidates identified and analysed to a high 
level.” 

“For part (b), most candidates did comment on the 'trampling' event at a variety of levels. A wide 
range of points were made from various points across the text. The most interesting idea was the 
use of the scientific experiment from Jekyll to help the society move forward from Darwinism to 
Scientific research and a better future. It was deftly crafted to demonstrate a detailed knowledge.”

“A good selection of extract which gave candidates many examples to discuss. Not so many 
mentioned the form of a letter. Less able candidates paraphrased the extract with minimal 
analysis. There were many good responses on the structure and how the tone changes as the 
extract goes on reflecting Jekyll’s increasing sense of urgency. For part (b) there were a number of 
narrative responses that simply listed each instance of where help was given or rejected.”
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Two examples are included for this text. This first example is a Level 1 response.

Part (a) This is a simple, limited response with just one point made. The candidate begins with a 
reference to the question, provides one quotation and makes a comment in relation to it. Level 1, 2 
marks.
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For Section A, part (b), examples can 
be specific episodes, events, character 
actions, and so on. ‘Examples’ does not 
mean that quotations have to be provided.

Examiner Tip

Part (b) This is a little muddled and limited. The 
candidate refers to Jekyll asking Lanyon for 
help and refers to another point in the novel 
where he drinks the potion in front of Lanyon. 
Level 1, 3 marks.

Examiner Comments
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This second example is a Level 3 response.
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Part (a) This is clearly written and in Point, 
Evidence, Explain format. There is no 
reference to structure or use of subject 
terminology, which means that full marks 
in the level can be achieved. This is a mid-
range response. There is no word level 
analysis. Level 3, 10 marks.

Examiner Comments

Part (b) There is a good focus on the question. 
There are a few points explored, nudging this 
response into Level 3 with a couple of different 
examples of where 'help' is referred to from 
different parts of the novel. This is mostly a 
descriptive response. Level 3, 10 marks.

In Section A, part (b), if quotations are used 
they do not have to be accurate. They can be 
paraphrased. 

Examiner Tip
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Question 4
Question 4 A Christmas Carol

This was the second most popular 19th-century novel.

Part (a) Ignorance and want

Part (b) Children

This proved to be a successful extract, although it was interesting that very few candidates 
picked up on the time scale of the extract given for part (a). The extract begins at 'three 
quarters past eleven' and ends 'The bell struck twelve'.

A flexible approach to the marking was adopted for part (b) and we did not penalise 
candidates who only wrote about one child rather than ‘children’. Those who only wrote 
about Tiny Tim provided a full range of marks – some were detailed responses whereas 
others only briefly mentioned that he could not walk. As such the question was a good 
discriminator.

Feedback from examiners included:

“The majority of candidates were able to explore this at surface level but the extract did allow the 
more able candidates to identify the moral message and the hidden meaning about the impact 
of these two traits on society. It allowed them to respond in detail to social context, although not 
assessed in this Section. Quotations and textual reference were widely used.”

“The majority of candidates identified only Tiny Tim or Scrooge as a boy. These were however 
explored at various levels and did elicit perceptive and insightful responses. There were some 
excellent links to the poverty-stricken society these children represented and comparisons with the 
way Scrooge's childhood impacted on his demeanour as an adult.”

“Part (a) The extract gave great opportunity to discuss language, form and structure. Generally 
handled well. Some sophisticated responses which discussed how Dickens used these “children” 
as a lesson for Scrooge (and the reader). Less able responses were more literal. Part (b) Good 
responses generally and a full range of marks awarded.”

Two examples are provided for this novel.
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The first example is a Level 3/2 response and the second gained marks in the top level.
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Part (a) This is an example of where one response has not been discretely labelled as (a) and (b). 
This response just slips into Level 3 as there are some valid points. The candidate identifies the 
language but there is not a detailed analysis. There are some techniques identified. There is also 
some misuse of terms (onomatopoeia). The candidate comments on the effect on the audience and 
follows the PEE format. Level 3, 10 marks.

Part (b) 
Note the lack of a label to show that part (b) has begun on the final page. This is a Level 2 response 
– there is just '
some' here as coverage is rather brief. Level 2, 5 marks.

Examiner Comments

Please remind candidates to clearly label their responses to part (a) and part (b).

Examiner Tip
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For this second response, the candidate demonstrates an assured understanding of the 
novel.
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Part (b) The first example is possibly a reference to a film version, however, the rest of the response 
is assured and mature. The response gains strength as the candidate explores ideas. The response 
has interpretations of some of the ambiguities in the text and offers perceptive comments. Textual 
evidence is used and this is a detailed response. The conclusion draws the response together 
with the comment about vulnerability and innocence. There is some weak expression, but this is 
literature and not language and therefore the quality of written communication is not assessed so 
long as meanings are made clear. Level 5, 20 marks.

Candidates should regularly refer to the question in order to maintain focus.

Examiner Tip

Part (a) This response uses a range of evidence from the extract. There are some nicely developed 
points such as they are 'opposite images of what children should be'. This response has an air of 
maturity. The candidate develops a point about 
'wolfish' and offers interpretations and there are references to themes. There is some complicated 
expression, but this candidate does demonstrate an assured understanding of the language, form 
and structure used in the extract, although some points could be developed further. There is a wide 
coverage of examples and a confident use of terms. Level 5, 17 marks.

Examiner Comments
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Question 5
Question 5 Pride and Prejudice

Part (a) Reactions to Elizabeth’s engagement to Darcy

Part (b) Letters

Responses to this question were very good and many responses gained marks in Level 3 
and above. With over twenty letters in the novel there were several that candidates could 
refer to in their responses to part (b).

Even though the extract has a range of features, it did seem that candidates tended to 
struggle with identifying the language, form and structure. Candidates should be reminded 
to explore the language, form and structure in their responses to the extract used in part 
(a).

Comments include:

“Some outstanding responses here which allowed candidates to use the passage as a launch point 
to explore the impact of gender and marriage at the time as well as social class - although context 
is not assessed. Responses across all ability levels demonstrated the accessibility of the passage 
and allowed full and detailed responses.”

“Part (b) Letters. More able candidates relished this question as it allowed them to comment on 
the relevance of letters and the impact they had on the audience. Some responses were assured 
and perceptive and demonstrated a clear understanding of the writer's use of letters to convey 
information to the reader. Less able candidates responded at a variety of levels but all were able 
to make valid and relevant comments.”

“I marked a high proportion of these answers and found that candidates of all ability ranges were 
attempting these answers, which is unusual with this particular text. A lot of answers focused 
specifically on the reactions and explaining them in relation to the context of the whole novel 
rather than analysing the use of language, form and structure. More able answers were relevant 
and showed good levels of understanding. Part (b) was usually stronger for candidates as they 
had a lot to discuss with letters and the more able answers referred to the plot technique that the 
letter created and really highlighted the significance of this form of writing within the novel.”
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There were a number of Level 4 and 5 responses, but included here is an example of a Level 
3/4 answer.
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Encourage the use of selective quotations (rather than using long ones or copying large areas of the 
extract).

Examiner Tip

Part (a) This response looks at Miss Bingley’s reactions to the marriage, although there is a little 
confusion. There is some use of quotations to support the points made. The candidate also makes 
reference to Mr Bennet's reaction. This is a sound response where more could have been included. 
The answer is not sustained enough to qualify for a mark in Level 4 and not enough close analysis 
of the language or structure hinders progress. Level 3, 12 marks.

Part (b) 
Some fair points are made and are supported with relevant quotations, suggesting that there is a 
thorough understanding of the novel - especially as it is a closed book examination. There are two 
well-developed examples. There is enough here for a secure Level 4 mark to be awarded. Level 4, 
15 marks.

Examiner Comments
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Question 6
Question 6 Silas Marner

Part (a) Marner’s obsession with money

Part (b) Secrets

A pity that there were not more responses to this novel, as those seen were a delight to 
read. Candidates clearly understood the novel and were able to answer both parts of the 
question with confidence. 

Comments from examiners include:

“This question (6(a)) was less popular than the 6(b), however it did allow candidates to respond 
in an assured and detailed manner. They were able to comment on the effect money had on the 
character but also the impact on the audience of wealth and poverty.”

“6(b). A range of responses which did cover a range of points across the text. Candidates made 
perceptive comments about the impact of secrets on each of the characters, but also the necessity 
of secrets in a judgmental and biased society." 

“Part (a) The extract was a good choice from the novel, allowing candidates to see how Eliot’s 
voice in the rhetorical questions allows a distance from and a comment on Marner’s behaviour 
which makes it more complex than just describing what he does. Quite a number 'got this'. Part 
(b) The inclusion of 'importance' really helped the candidates to focus their responses and to not 
just list all the secrets. Some more able responses which referred to the fact that Silas, by keeping 
his past secret, had allowed an incorrect judgement by others.”

“Candidates selected a range of secrets and were usually able to explain the importance of these 
clearly. This part of the question was answered well by those at the bottom end of the mark 
range. They were able to find examples. At the higher end, discussion of the effect of secrets led to 
some thoughtful links between the examples.”

“Most often the secrets were: that of Molly and Godfrey; the secrets of both brothers and the way 
Silas kept his fits a secret after he moved.”
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One example for this novel is included here. The majority of responses were awarded marks 
in the higher levels. This is a rare response gaining marks in Level 2.
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Part (a) This response would benefit from more exploration of extract. The answer is largely 
descriptive, with quite a proportion of this 'out of extract'. There is little focus on language, form 
and structure. More exploration of the extract is needed as well as selecting the appropriate 
quotations to support the points made. Level 2, 7 marks.

Part (b) The points made are not always accurate, for example the reference to Godfrey’s marriage, 
but there are some relevant points made, such as the references about Molly or Silas' previous life 
in Lantern Yard. 
Level 2, 7 marks.

Examiner Comments

Remember that for Section A, part (a), candidates should focus solely on the extract. Points made 
outside of the extract are not assessed.

Examiner Tip
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Question 7
Question 7 Frankenstein

Part (a) The creature’s experiences 

Part (b) Loneliness

A full range of marks was awarded for this question. Both parts were mostly answered well 
by candidates of all abilities.

‘This question was highly popular and the extract presented itself fully to exploration. Candidates 
at all levels were able to comment on how the creature felt and why. References were analysed in 
full and the relevance of them in society was fully covered.”

7(b). “This question was answered with a wide range of events and characters. Many had explored 
not only why they were lonely but who was responsible for the loneliness. Candidates had a 
strong and insightful knowledge of the whole text which did allow them to use a wide range of 
textual references. More able candidates produced some very insightful and perceptive comments 
which made comment on the impact of loneliness within society and the characters in the novel.”

“(a) Some good responses on a well-chosen extract. Many could see that it was a more educated 
creature reflecting on his first encounter with the world. (b) Generally well answered - most 
responses covered all possible examples of loneliness. The more able discussing how not only the 
“why” of their loneliness but the terrible consequences.”
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Two examples for this novel have been included in this report. This first example is a Level 
3/Level 4 response.
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Part (a) This is a sound response. The candidate refers to the use of adjectives, contrasts and 
the metaphor to symbolise hope. More examples would have benefited the response, but the 
candidate demonstrates an understanding for the language in the extract. The lack of structural 
points keep this from gaining full marks in the level. Level 3, 11 marks.

Part (b) The candidate makes some insightful comments on the structure and setting. This is a 
thoughtful response and is better than the response to part (a). The candidate focuses on isolation 
and abandonment as links to loneliness. Level 4, 13 marks.

Examiner Comments

Remind candidates that for Section A, part (b), they need to explore areas ‘elsewhere’ in the novel. 
Points about the extract are not credit-worthy in this part of the question. 

Examiner Tip
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To conclude Section A examples, we have a full marks response.
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Part (a) Even though more focus on language, form and structure would benefit, this is still 
an assured response. The candidate includes a wide range of examples and uses terminology 
confidently. Words and phrases are explored in some detail and the candidate maintains focus on 
the question. Level 5, 20 marks.

Part (b) Again, this is a full mark response. The candidate explores the isolation and loneliness 
experienced by Walton, Frankenstein and the monster. There is consideration how the locations 
have impact on their loneliness. This is assured and a critical style is developed with maturity.  
Level 5, 20 marks.

Examiner Comments

For Section A, part (a), candidates should select specific words and phrases from the extract and 
formulate point, evidence, explain answers for each sample provided. Candidates are credited for 
the development of ideas relating to the examples provided. 

Examiner Tip
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Question 8
Section B, Part 1, Anthology:

Of the Poetry Anthology section, by far the most popular question was Question 9, Conflict.

Some rare, but unusual and unexpected scenarios occurred:

candidates comparing with another poem in a different collection (either given or named in 
another collection - treated as rubric infringements)

candidates writing more about the chosen poem rather than the one given 

several 2in1s, where candidates had used the Anthology answer space for Q11 as well.

There were very few rubric infringements responses where only one poem had been 
discussed.

One examiner summarised: “Candidates either engaged well with the task or appeared ‘scared’ 
by it. Sometimes, candidates failed to focus on the named poem or did not use it for quotations. 
In the Conflict cluster candidates were generally accurate with regards to context and used their 
knowledge to discuss its relevance. However, in the Relationships cluster they often suggested 
that Duffy being a ‘feminist lesbian’ meant she hated love or that John Cooper Clarke being a 
‘punk’ and a ‘heroin addict’ made him look at love in an unconventional way. The context was 
either inaccurately discussed or irrelevant.”

Overall, the majority of poetry responses were very successful.

Question 8 Relationships

Named poem: Valentine

Question: Strong feelings

The most popular poem used for comparison was i wanna be yours, although all other 
poems were seen. The question was accessible and gave candidates a wide option to 
choose from in order to compare. 

Candidates responded using a wide range of other poems from the Anthology. On the whole, 
most candidates had analysed both language and structure. The more able responses were those 
who compared the poems alongside each other as it facilitated more detailed comparisons. Most 
responses were balanced in their evaluation of both poems and a large number were able to 
quote (and comment on the structure of) from the 'other' poem.”

“Many chose to compare ‘i wanna be yours’ by John Cooper Clarke, as an appropriate choice. 
They were able to write about the use of ‘everyday’ objects, and did this quite well for the second 
poem. There was a wide range among the others, with a few choosing the older poems, such as 
‘Sonnet 43’ and ‘A Child to his Sick Grandfather’. The main issue with the poetry was that some 
candidates were unable to discuss the rhythm and rhyme, structure and also the terminology. 
Many could name similes, personification, alliteration and a few knew enjambment, but some 
failed to recognise them, or if they did, were unable to say WHY they had been used.” 
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This first Anthology example is a borderline script. It gained a mark at the top of Level 2.

This response demonstrates some understanding of the poe
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ms and had there been more accurate comment in relation to Nettles the candidate could have 
qualified for a mark in a higher level. The use of the word 'also' implies some comparison has been 
made. 

There are some fair points, with contextual comment about Scannell’s life and his link to war. In the 
poem Nettles, Scannell makes the point that the nettles will return and the boy will get hurt again, 
but the candidate has misinterpreted this part of the poem. There is not a great deal of coverage 
and a few 'grey' areas. The response needs to include more coverage and more close analysis of 
language, form and structure. There is implied comparison.  Level 2, 8 marks.

Examiner Comments

Candidates are advised to spend approximately 35 minutes on the chosen Anthology section. 

Examiner Tip
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Question 9
Question 9 Conflict

Named poem: Belfast Confetti 

Question: the experience of conflict

Examiners were very mindful of the content and nature of this poem, particularly in light 
of the terrible events in Manchester earlier in the week when the examination was sat. We 
had asked examiners to review any responses that were cause for alarm. Fortunately, as 
far as I am aware, we did not have any instances where these dreadful events had affected 
candidates’ responses or where we suspected a candidate distressed.

The poem is rich with material for candidates to discuss and, as such, was very successful. 
Many compared the given poem with The Charge of the Light Brigade and made links with 
the Crimean War and the street names mentioned in Belfast Confetti. Clearly, centres had 
prepared their candidates well. 

Examiners commented:

“Belfast Confetti was well received by all candidates and allowed them to explore both language 
and structure - albeit at a variety of levels. A wide range of poems were used in comparison. Not 
all comparison was highly relevant but comments about both were made. At times the social 
context of the poet dominated the response - particularly when candidates were slightly less 
confident.”

The question on conflict was very broad which was good as it meant candidates could compare 
against any poem in the conflict section of the anthology. Mostly candidates compared either 
against ‘What were they like?’ or ‘Poison Tree’. Some made simple comparisons but most 
candidates were able to compare very well. However, the key deficit was the links to contexts 
which was sometimes slightly obscure. Many candidates showed their real engagement with the 
poems which was a really positive aspect of this question.” 

“More candidates managed to discuss the context in this question, although often only of the 
given poem. They were unsure however, as to whether or not Ciaran Carson was male or female. 
A popular choice for comparison seemed to be ‘The Man he Killed,’ or ‘War Photographer’. An 
unusual one was ‘Cousin Kate,’ which was not compared as well. Terminology seemed to be a 
problem here, as those that could spot a wide range were not always able to say WHY it had 
been used, or what the effect was. Many candidates were confused as to whether it was a poet or 
writer, or a poem or piece of text/extract. Therefore the form was a problem. Often, candidates 
merely stated the obvious, ‘there are 3 stanzas in this poem, and 5 in the other. Each has 7 lines, 
and this one has 5 lines', type of answer, with no further analysis. Many got the punctuation 
within the poem, and why it had been used, but failed to use the punctuation in the second poem 
to compare.” 

“Limited analysis of the structure was evident throughout, as although candidates could say it was 
in however many stanzas, they couldn’t go into more detail, such as the use of short sentences, 
or if they could discuss ‘enjambment,’ were not able to discuss ‘caesura.’ Language level analysis 
was lacking in many, as was providing more than one example of each of the techniques. Much 
of the poetry seemed to take the same format; they discussed the first poem, and then made 
some comparisons with the second, rather than a detailed comparison throughout. Where the 
comparison was made throughout, it was usually of much better quality, and flowed, receiving 
higher marks.”
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For this Conflict collection, three examples have been provided as it was the most popular 
collection studied.

This first example is provided to show an example of a rubric infringement.
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This is an example of a Rubric Infringement. 
The candidate has only explored one poem and so has infringed on the rubric where two poems 
must be selected and compared. This will limit the candidate’s mark to a maximum of 8 marks if the 
coverage of one poem is sustained or assured. 

In this case, if a second poem of similar quality had been selected, this response would likely have 
been Level 2. There is very little there and it is simple in its approach. In this case, the response has 
been reduced by a full level. If it was possibly 7 marks (with a second poem of similar standard) 
then we can only award 3 marks. In effect the response is reduced by 4 marks.  Level 1, 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

If a candidate writes about only one poem, the mark cannot progress beyond Level 2 (8 marks 
maximum).

Examiner Tip
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The second example is a Level 3 response.
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The candidate makes reference to context in the introduction. Two poems are offered and 
a paragraph is used for each poem. The candidate discusses content and then some of the 
techniques, especially the use of language, the perspective from which both poems are written 
from and their effect. Quotations have been used to support the comments made. More examples 
would benefit this response further; however, the candidate does compare poems. There is only a 
little on context, but there is some analysis. There is not enough exploration of either poem to take 
it further, but it does move into Level 3. There are some sound points focusing on language, form 
and structure. Level 3, 10 marks.

Examiner Comments

Please remind candidates that they should begin Q11, the Unseen Poetry section, in the correct 
place in the answer booklet.

Examiner Tip
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The final example for this question is a Level 5 response.
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This response is demonstrating an excellent understanding of the two poems. There are some 
insecurities regarding the contextual references with The Charge of the Light Brigade and a couple 
of generic comments have been made. There is a mature understanding of both poems and an 
integrated and seamless discussion of comparison and links between both texts. The candidate 
has used relevant and well-chosen quotations to support comments. The response also has strong 
comments on technique and effects. This is focused and well-structured with an introduction and 
conclusion. A secure Level 5 but not quite full marks. Level 5, 18 marks.

Examiner Comments

More able responses will end with a short conclusion that explicitly answers the question. 

Examiner Tip
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Question 10
Question 10 Time and Place 

Named poem: Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan 

Question: senses

The performance of this question was a little disappointing, as candidates had taken a 
broad view of ‘senses’ – which we anticipated at Standardisation. We allowed for various 
interpretations of the word and saw answers that either explored the use of the five senses 
or explored the ‘sense of emotions or feelings’. By allowing for a broad interpretation, this 
gave candidates more scope to achieve, although there has been some mixed feedback. Of 
the three sections, even though a broad stance was taken with the question, this was where 
the less able responses were sometimes seen, although some examiners had very few 
of these questions to mark and perhaps saw a run of less able responses. It is interesting 
to look at statistical data for this question – as overall it performed well, and a greater 
percentage of candidates gained full marks (20) when compared with the other Anthology 
questions – which is reflected in the first comment received below. 

This poem proved a little tricky for the less able candidates. They were able to respond but at 
times the understanding was muddled. However, more able candidates were able to integrate the 
response - particularly with 'Nothing's Changed' - and demonstrate their knowledge in a succinct 
and mature way.”

“There were fewer responses for this question. Alienation was often dealt with quite well, although 
the comments on anger tended to be more narrative. 'Nothing’s Changed' was a popular second 
choice, as was 'Hurricane Hits England'.”
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The final poetry example is for Question 10. This is a Level 4 response, which means that an 
example for all levels has been provided for the Anthology Poetry section. This should help 
centres see the progression through each of the levels.  
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As we read through this response, it feels like a Level 4 response as there is a thorough 
understanding being demonstrated and there is some thoughtful comment being made. There are 
some effective comparisons, but the candidate appears to 'run out of steam'. Explicit discourse 
markers highlight the comparisons. There is reference to imagery and a comparative reference to 
the use of colour. The candidate refers to the feeling of being alienated and suffocated.

There is some contextual reference and some structural comment, but more could be included. 
This is a sustained and thorough response. Level 4, 16 marks.

Examiner Comments

Remind candidates to make comment on form and structure. All bullet points in a mark grid must 
be addressed in order to gain marks at the top of a particular level.

Examiner Tip
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Question 11
Section B, Part 2, Unseen Poetry:

Question 11 Cat and Cats

Question: Compare the ways the writers present cats in Poem 1: Cat and Poem 2: Cats.

The vast majority of feedback has been exceptionally positive for the unseen poems. 
Examiners have generally commented on how all abilities could find at least one thing to 
comment on, even if it was to say that the poems had the same title, except one is singular 
and the other plural. Candidates did extremely well with the unseen poems. 

The poem allowed all candidates - regardless of ability - to make an informed response. This 
question prompted delightful responses and some alternative interpretations. More able 
candidates proved their poetic analysis prowess commenting on structure, rhyme, form and 
language. Extraordinary responses were seen in which a candidate had made comment on the 
implied social context of the sphinx and how its composition could be interpreted to show how a 
cat is the perfect blend of both animal and human.”

“A few of the higher mark answers managed to relate the structure of the poems to the writer’s 
opinion, and it was nice to see that some of the more able candidates could give a clear 
explanation of the references to the ‘fist of pins’ or use of ‘Sphinx’ and ‘Scimitar.”

“Nearly every candidate was able to access these poems and made many comparisons. Some 
were a bit “good cat/bad cat.”
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Three examples for Question 11 have been provided. This first example is a Level 2 
response. 
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In this response there is a basic comparative focus and structure with a couple of quotations to 
support ideas. The candidate does apply the use of a discourse marker, 'however', but the response 
does lack examples of language analysis and much more could be included. There are undeveloped 
comments, but some of these are quite thoughtful. There is some comment on structure and some 
use of quotations to support comments. Level 2, 6 marks.

Examiner Comments

A brief plan or mind map would help to keep ideas focused when answering the question.

Examiner Tip
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This second example is a Level 3 mark.
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This response offers some personal opinion and the candidate shows an understanding of the two 
poems. There are links and comparative comments supported with examples from both poems. 
The candidate makes some language points, but there is limited use of terminology. There is a 
tentative reference to the context of the poems, one about being on a journey whereas in the other 
poem the cat stays where it is, but context is not assessed in this part of the paper. One text looks 
at a particular cat and the poet’s relationship and the second text looks at cats in general. The 
candidate compares mythical and ordinary animals. There is no comment on structure and form. 
This is a good example of a mid-Level 3 response. More coverage and examples would have 
benefited this response further. Level 3, 10 marks.

Examiner Comments

Context is not assessed in Question 11, Unseen Poetry. This part of the paper only assesses 
Assessment Objective 2: language, form, structure and the use of terminology. 

Examiner Tip
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Our final example is a response that just slips into Level 5.
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Section A
There are no examples for this, as answers in this section are where candidates have not 
identified the question number on their response. There were 585 candidates who had 
forgotten to identify the question they were responding to and a general reminder to 
candidates to do so would be appreciated.

Section B

As with Section A above, there are no examples for this area as these are responses where 
candidates had forgotten to identify the question number attempted in Section B, Part 1 
(Anthology). 2090 candidates did not identify which question they were answering or had 
started their Q11 (Unseen Poetry) response in the wrong area of the answer booklet and 
therefore left the question number blank.

Some candidates also crossed the incorrect question number or wrote responses in the 
wrong area. Basic reminders to check the correct question number has been selected and 
use the correct areas in the answer booklet would assist examiners. Thank you.

Comparisons are immediately tackled with an introductory sentence and this is sustained 
throughout the response. There are comments on how one poem is more about a personal 
relationship with the animal whereas the other looks at cats in a ‘more factual way’. This is a 
personal response and interpretation, which is supported by textual references. There is some 
comment on structure, form and effect. Closer analysis would have benefitted the response even 
further. This is an effective and sustained response which is assured at times. The candidate does 
express their personal opinion, 'I think', 'I feel'. This is assured but close analysis is not sustained 
enough for the top of the level. There are some really nice, thoughtful and sensitive comments 
which moves the response just beyond Level 4 and nudges into the higher level. There is just 
enough to put into Level 5. A borderline and best fit example. Level 5, 17 marks.

Examiner Comments

Use the examples for candidates to identify comments on language, form and structure and to 
highlight any comparative points made in order to develop skills.    

Examiner Tip
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, centres are offered the following advice:
Section A, part (a) of the question, candidates must explore the language, form and 
structure of the extract

• Section A, both parts of the question, context is not assessed in this part of the paper

• Section A, part (b), candidates should draw on their knowledge of the text that they have 
studied and give examples from elsewhere in the novel. Candidates may, depending on 
the question, explore one area in detail or cover a range of examples

• Section A, part (b), examples can be particular references to other parts of the novel 
such as events, episodes, character, action, and so on. Candidates can paraphrase 
quotations from memory, but exact quotations are not mandatory, particularly as this is 
closed book examination. The assessment objective assesses the candidate’s knowledge 
of the texts and not language, form and structure. Centres should remind themselves 
of where the Assessment Objectives are assessed. Context is only assessed in the 
Anthology Poetry question (Section B, part 1)

• Section B, Part 1, Anthology – candidates need to consider language, form, structure 
and context. Poems need to be compared and relevant terminology employed where 
appropriate. Candidates should be reminded to label their answers clearly (particularly 
Section A) and to use the correct space in the answer booklet.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this 
link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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